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QUICK ASSESSMENT1

POINT STATEMENT

Is there a product already developed? Yes, DApp available on Android and iOS.

Is there a go to market strategy? Yes, Letters of Intent are in place with UK Local Governments
who have a genuine interest to support the public's use of
Zonafde on a permanent basis. Trials are agreed and
training has been provided to public offcials.

Is the token tied to product usage? Yes, the token is for users of the software to provide services
to each other.

Does the token grant a governance right? No, but users infuence how the open source software works
by contributing to or sponsoring work on it.

Does the token enable the user to
contribute to a value adding action for the
network or market?

Yes, tokens are exchanged and required for users to provide
services to each other.

Does the token result in a monetizable
reward based on an action by the user?

Yes, users receive tokens for providing services to each
other.

Is buying and selling something part of
the business model?

Yes, users buy services to help them assure that an Activity is
genuine and prevent it being subject to fraud or other
malfeasance.

Can the users create a new product or
service?

Yes, they can create new Activities and new authoritative
domains for them.

Is the token required to run a smart
contract or to fund an oracle?

Yes, Activities are smart contracts and oracles require
payment to assure roles and authorities.

Does the token enable a real connection
between users?

Yes, all users exchange tokens for the services they provide
each other.

Is the token the principle payment and
account unit?

Yes.

Is there a beneft to the users from built-in
currency infation

Demand for the value of the services provided by users will
increase the value of the token.

CONTACT DETAILS
website https://www.zonafde.net

email info@zonafde.net

Twitter https://twitter.com/zonafdewallet

facebook http://www.facebook.com/ZonafdeWallet

reddit https://www.reddit.com/r/zonafde

telegram http://t.me/zonafdewallet

1 Based on William Mougayars  twenty point token assessment
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PREFACE
Zonafde® is the world's frst Digital Wallet for Securing Activities (“Zonafde Wallet”). It enables people to 
become self sovereign and central to their own affairs. They can protect their important transactions, 
avoid fraud, cyber crime, data loss and impersonation. Most importantly they can leverage their social 
and professional relationships to help secure those activities.

Interactions with organisations today have become too complicated. People spend valuable time and 
money bouncing from one organisation to another repeating the same tasks. While companies obsess 
over controlling their customer journey, it remains fractious and haphazard for the customer. Companies 
have different ways to identify people which makes it increasingly hard to manage credentials. People are
denied access to their own data while organisations retain, share and sell it. We know that they fail to 
secure it.

Today people have no choice but to put their trust in institutions to ensure their well being, for example 
with the storage of personal information. Blockchain and collaboration technology have made it possible 
to change that relationship of trust. People can now collaborate with each other and directly with 
organisations, confdent in the knowledge that they are secure without the need for an intermediary. They
can avoid the infexibility, ineffciencies and costs that have become embedded in these centralised 
structures.

Service Providers, companies and organisations that engage with this new paradigm, will beneft from the
customers themselves becoming a conduit for leveraging and repurposing of processes across 
organisations.  This is aided by an evolution in the role of domain specialist Oracles that will attest to the 
roles and entitlements of groups, individuals and events. Zonafde makes a currently fractious process 
secure, frictionless and empowering, an all round better outcome for all parties.

The Zonafde Digital Wallet leverages cryptographic and decentralisation concepts in blockchain 
technology to completely reverse the relationship between us as individuals and organisations.

All journeys have to start with the frst step. This white paper describes how the Zonafde Digital Wallet for
Securing Activities intends to grow a frst, high profle, use case into a global ecosystem for securing 
activities between people and across organisations. This use case is with Local Governments across 
England and Wales that plan to offer services to the public using Zonafde.
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INTRODUCTION
Zonafde® is a Digital Wallet for Securing Activities, (“Zonafde Wallet”) that uses smart contracts on the 
Ethereum blockchain. It ensures that an “Activity” is being carried out by the correct person and that the 
instructions acted upon are theirs.

An Activity could be a house purchase payment, changing credit limits with a bank or an organisation 
assuring customers it is their valid representative. The Zonafde Wallet makes these activities more secure 
by enabling friends, family and professionals to assist in the process. Just having one other person 
involved makes it signifcantly less likely that an Activity falls victim to crime and makes it much easier for 
others to verify it as genuine.

Realising this vision is a collaboration ecosystem where the concept of an Activity is key. Something that 
has a purpose, a lifecycle and a number of participants with roles and expectations.

Zonafde Activities have a wide application but the frst use case relates to life event activities, such as 
birth, deaths and marriages, in Local Government Register Services across England and Wales. The total 
addressable market for these life events alone has a potential revenue of GBP 600million.

The beta version of the Zonafde Wallet is already available as a minimum viable product on Google Play 
for Android and iTunes for Apple iOS (Testfight).

The purpose of this white paper is to support a token sale to fund the continued development of Zonafde
and to take it operational for the Register Services use case. We are planning to raise up to $25million2 by 
offering for pre-purchase digital tokens, known as Together Tokens (“TOG”), that can subsequently be 
exchanged with others for services and rewards in an ecosystem of Zonafde users.

TOG can be acquired by participating in the token sale on the basis of the terms set out on 
www.zonafde.net . They comply with the ERC20 smart contract standard on the Ethereum blockchain 
platform and are accessible to all standard compliant Digital Wallets.

Participating in this token sale is an opportunity to increase the credibility and sustainability of Ethereum, 
blockchain, smart contract and decentralised network technology by being the frst real use intended to 
involve Government authorities. An example of integrating public and private sector processes used by 
the general public.

The source code for the Zonafde Digital Wallet will be made available as open source under the MIT 
license.

2 See  the section 'Token Allocation' for valuation metrics
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DISCLAIMER AND COPYRIGHT

DISCLAIMER
The information in this white paper is subject to change or update without notice and any person wishing 
to participate in the token sale must ensure that they check the latest available version of the white paper.

This white paper does not constitute a prospectus and is not an offer or solicitation to sell shares or 
securities in Interition Limited or any related or associated company. It is not intended to constitute in any 
jurisdiction or form part of, and should not be construed in any jurisdiction as, an offer for sale or 
subscription of, or any invitation to offer to buy or subscribe for, any securities nor should it or any part of 
it form the basis of, or be relied on in any connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever.

Interition Limited does not provide any opinion or any advice to acquire, use and/or dispose of TOG and 
the information in this white paper should not form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any 
decision to participate in the token sale or decision to otherwise acquire, use or dispose of TOG.

This white paper should not be construed as a commitment, promise or guarantee by Interition Limited, 
the founder Paul Worrall or co-founder Salena Worrall, or any other individual or organisation mentioned 
in this white paper relating to the future provision and availability of services in the Zonafde Ecosystem or
the use of TOG or their future performance or value.

COPYRIGHT
This document, the Zonafde White Paper, is Copyright © 2018 Interition Limited. All rights are reserved.

TRADEMARKS
Zonafde and Interition are Trademarks of Interition Limited . All product names, logos and brands  are 
the property of their respective owners.
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MISSION AND VALUES

MISSION

Our mission is to prevent things happening unless people want them to. Until Zonafde
there was no universal way for people and organisations to collaborate securely like this.

– Paul Worrall, Founder and Chief Developer

The Zonafde mission is to ensure it is you that's in control!
Maybe it is an instruction from your solicitor to make a house payment, change credit limits  with your 
bank or an organisation assuring customers it is their valid representative. Just like you send messages 
and pictures, Zonafde enables people to send someone an assurance that an Activity is genuine.

• We specifcally enable family, friends and professionals to help in that assurance

• Working together means it is much less likely that people become victims of fraud

• All your Activities become easier to verify as legitimate

VALUES
There are three values Zonafde refers to in all aspects of its ecosystem. These are People, Activities and 
Collaboration.

People
We believe people are more secure when they work together. Including just one other person in an 
Activity signifcantly reduces the chance of fraud, cyber crime or other unauthorised behaviour.

In the past it was diffcult for people to work together like this because there was no means to make this 
quick, easy and simple. We instead put trust into institutions and expected them to ensure our activities 
are secure. Data protection breaches caused through system and/or compliance failures combined with 
the increase in cyber attacks have shown that institutions are not able to do that anymore.

Today the use of social networking gives everyone instant communication between each other no matter 
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where they are. So it is now possible for people to use their social network to help them to secure their 
activities.

Activities
We focus on ensuring Activities are genuine. Currently, it is the possession of information that is used to 
verify Activities as genuine. However, technology now makes it easy to fnd and reproduce any 
information so it is no longer effective for this purpose.

By using a secure digital representation of an abstract Activity we can provide a superior substitute for 
information. Such Activities will be controlled by the people involved with them, have a defned 
behaviour, are self-executing, resistant to compromise and enable a high degree of automation.

Collaboration
We aspire to a universal trusted transport technology acceptable by all for collaboration. Most 
technologies today that enable access to websites, fle servers, email and messaging are all considered 
compromised and proprietary. We have found the solution in the open source and community driven 
Ethereum platform.

We have adopted this blockchain technology as the means for people and organisations to collaborate 
around Activities. In the knowledge that the security of this technology is non-proprietary, based on 
mathematical proof and has a decentralised network committed to accessibility and sustainability. 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Distributed Application Software Suite
Zonafde has three main software components: a digital wallet for securing activities, an oracle for 
assuring the status of professional third parties who attest to roles, authorities. and entitlements, and a 
development framework for creating domain specifc activities. The minimum viable product (MVP) has 
been available since Q1 2017 and Interition Limited has already provided training on its use to offcials in 
certain UK Local Governments.

A Digital Wallet for Securing Activities
The Zonafde Digital Wallet is available in Beta on Google Play and Apple iOS Testfight. At the time of 
writing it is version 0.5.1.

Zonafde enables people to work together to assure that an “Activity” is genuine. It makes sharing and 
collaborating on important Activities as easy as sending a message or picture. It consists of the worlds frst
Digital Wallet for Crypto-Activities, the Ethereum decentralised blockchain network and tools for 
organisations to process the Activities in their business systems.

Oracle for Roles and Entitlements
This software is for assuring organisations that the roles, the authority and entitlements of people involved
in an Activity are genuine. It will be operated by domain specialists who will have some form of authority 
to make such attestations.

Activity Development Framework 
Activities are actually workfows that control the steps in an Activity, and the parties and criteria required 
to move on to the next step. The frst use case introduced by this white paper is a static workfow but the 
vision for the further development of the Zonafde Wallet is to enable custom Activities to be created with 
workfows for specialist domains. Domain specifc Activity templates will be facilitated by an Activity 
Development Framework. A community will be fostered to create these custom Activities and motivated 
to do so by an opportunity to earn fees for the use of their Activities in the Zonafde ecosystem.
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ZONAFIDE® ECOSYSTEM
The Zonafde ecosystem revolves around a unit of value exchanged for services to assure Activities. We 
are calling that unit of value the Together Token (“TOG”).

Actors in the Ecosystem
The actors in the ecosystem (“Zonafde Ecosystem Participants”) are Activity Owners, Acknowledgers, 
Verifers,  Authoritative Acknowledger Oracles, and  Activity Developers. All exchange TOG in their use or
performance of services. TOG can be exchanged for the services or for another asset via the open crypto 
market or with specialist exchange services.

Activity Owner
The Activity Owner is the person who creates the Activity . They are seeking to ensure the Activity is not 
compromised, such as in fraud, and/or seeks attestation that their right to perform the Activity is genuine, 
and/or make the Activity easier for others to verify.

For example, in the Register Services use case, a person getting married (the “Newlywed”) is the Activity 
Owner who is seeking attestation that their change in marital status and related matters (e.g. name 
change) have taken place.

Acknowledgers
An Acknowledger is a person who, solely or together with other Acknowledgers, acknowledges that the 
Activity in question is genuine and/or is indeed the intent of the Owner. An Acknowledger can be a 
friend, a family member or a professional. Friends and family may not require TOG in exchange for 
providing their Acknowledgment but they can be incentivised by TOG as a reward, for example to 
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encourage them to provide the Acknowledgment quickly. Professional acknowledgers normally require 
payment in TOG.

There are two types of Acknowledger. A “Mutual Acknowledger” is a person who the Activity Owner 
and Verifer mutually agree should be expected to have Acknowledged an Activity for verifcation 
purposes. An “Authoritative Acknowledger“ is an independent third party, (such as a government 
offcial, lawyer or a bank) which the Verifer or the Activity Owner may require to provide a higher degree 
of assurance that the Activity in question is genuine.

For example, in the Registry Services use case a public offcial known as a Registrar is the required 
Authoritative Acknowledger to attest to a marriage being genuine and the Verifer is a company or 
organisation needing to check that before acting on the Activity.

Authoritative Acknowledger Oracles (AAO)
An Authoritative Acknowledger Oracle  (“AAO”) is an organisation that provides assurance to the Verifer  
that an Authoritative Acknowledger for an Activity serves the purpose of assuring the Verifer that an 
Activity is genuine. Zonafde has many applications and it's users can choose AAO's for the verifcation 
process as they see ft for their purposes. AAO's will be specialists in their domain and are responsible for 
the on-boarding and off-boarding of Acknowledgers from their services as necessary. AAO's charge for 
their service and will require TOG for providing them.

A key component of this white paper is an AAO for Local Government Authoritative 
Acknowledgers for Register Services in England and Wales.

The same Oracle process is also used for users to manage their own Acknowledgers. Enabling them to 
add and remove people as well as share them easily with Verifers. For example a number of Mutual 
Acknowledgers for protecting Activities on a community Bank facility can be shared with one reference. 
Adding and removing Mutual Acknowledgers can then be done without re-informing the Bank. These are 
known as “Personal Acknowledger Oracles” (PAO).

Activity Developers
Activity Developers provide domain specifc Activity smart contracts. Zonafde users can choose these 
Activities and/or Verifers can prescribe them for certain Activity types. Activity Developers charge for use 
of the Activities they develop and make available for use by the public.

Activity Verifers
Activity Verifers need to assure themselves that someone carrying out an Activity is identifed and that the
Acknowledgers are legitimate. They need to be able to prevent an Activity being re-presented when it 
has already been processed. They will require TOG to complete an Activity and to pay for access to an 
Authoritative Acknowledger Oracle for Authoritative Acknowledger assurance.

The Activity does not store any information. It is a Zero Knowledge Proof3, a method by which one party 
can prove to another party that a given statement is true, without conveying any information apart from 
the fact that the statement is indeed true. Zonafde Activities are manifested in a Smart Contract4 
established on the Ethereum blockchain.

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero-knowledge_proof
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_contract
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ECOSYSTEM ECONOMICS

Token Demand
The services provided in the Zonafde ecosystem are driven by demand for services. This translates into a 
demand for the token, TOG. Zonafde as a product creates demand by making it specifcally possible for, 
by way of example:

• People to ensure their Activities are not compromised or otherwise subject to malfeasance

• Organisations to ensure they are acting on real customer instructions, reduce friction in their 
experience and increase automation

• Authoritative Acknowledgers to sell their domain assurance processes to others

• Activity Developers producing useful Activity templates for the public

These benefts have a value in FIAT today. Therefore FIAT will be part of the ecosystem. In future, these 
benefts will have a value in crypto assets.

Token Supply
The supply of TOG will be limited.  For those who have received TOG, as a result of participating in the 
token sale, they are able to use it to pay for services provided by others in the Zonafde ecosystem or 
transfer them to people wanting to do the same.  How TOG is transferred between holders is left to the 
market. TOG can be exchanged between holders via the Zonafde Wallet, over Ethereum or via third party
Apps such as ERC20 or hardware wallets.
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TOKENOMICS

Purpose
Tokenomics is a new subject. The established model for the primary and secondary markets for fnancial 
securities has polarised peoples perception of the subject to details of the token generation event and 
the technical analysis of the demand for the subsequent crypto asset. This signifcantly distracts from what
is new and novel about crypto asset based economies and the opportunities they present for changing 
how communities and society behaves.

The Zonafde Ecosystem is a system infuenced by Nash Equilibrium. It is a system whose protocol has the 
Mission of enabling people to work together to secure activities from fraud and cyber crime. The behavior
of all the Actors is infuenced by a set of features, persuasions or incentives that when combined with 
those infuencing others in a “Zone” ensure a gravitation to the Mission. These strategies are the core of 
the Zonafde solution and will constitute the focus of development in the software and its protocols.

Note that the Zonafde Ecosystem is NOT needed to ensure the security of the Actors and the Actions 
being carried out. This is implicit in the features of cryptography, the blockchain and Ethereum. It is for 
building a sustainable and high velocity community to sustain an equilibrium in demand for the utility of 
the ecosystem and therefore ensure suffcient Actors exist to make it sustainable. The measure of the 
success of the Zonafde Ecosystem is the market for the Together Token, TOG.

The implementation of the Zonafde Ecosystem is the Intellectual Property that the token sale will fund 
and which will constitute the defence of the market for TOG.
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APPLICATIONS OF ZONAFIDE
An application of Zonafde exists wherever people or organisations are working together to secure 
Activities. There are a number of existing problems where we plan to develop solutions and create 
opportunities for domain specifc Activities and AAO. 

Examples are:

• Organisations assuring customers that representatives by which they are contacted are genuine

• Cross-organisational integration of business processes

• Cross organisational control of access to Internet of Things (IoT) devices

• Invoice Fraud

• Ensuring payments instructions for Conveyancing are correct 

• Preventing vulnerable people from entering into contracts without family or carer advice

• Skill certifcation in the construction industry

• Delegating trade account use

• Providing workman access to property, and of course

• Know Your Customer processes and Notarisation

Zonafde has many applications. The frst use case relates to life event Activities in Register Services. This 
use case, as described next, is the primary focus of Interition Limited for an application of Zonafde in a 
high profle, high value but low volume environment.
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FIRST USE CASE – UK Register Service

Overview
Interition Limited has been working with various Register Offces across England and Wales who have 
expressed their intention to provide Authoritative Acknowledgements to the public wishing to use 
Zonafde Activities and have indicated their genuine intent to do so on a permanent basis in the future. 

Starting with marriage, the intention is that Register Services will offer the public an Acknowledgement for
a Zonafde Activity proving that this life event took place. The public can then refer organisations to the 
Activity rather than repeatedly presenting paperwork. It makes it much easier to inform many Service 
Providers of a change of marital status and related matters (e.g. name change).

This use case gives an early revenue opportunity, a high profle government application and engages 
both the general public and organisations with the product.  There is then an opportunity to partner with 
these Local Governments to repeat the service proposition for other Register Service life events.

We have estimated the Total Addressable Market  for these services in England and Wales at GBP 600m. 

Letters of Intent
We have Letters of Intent from a number of Local Government Register Services across England and 
Wales  to provide their cooperation in giving the public Acknowledgements for a service called the 
Newlywed Name Change Service (“NNCS”).
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Service Description

Register Services
Register Services are a branch of Local Government across England and Wales that provide public 
register services for marriages, births and deaths. The services provided are statutory services but there is 
an opportunity for Register  Services to provide non-statutory services to generate additional revenue. 
Their existing processes are rigorous and of very high quality. Register Services have a lot to offer the 
private sector such as help with identity and change of circumstance.

Local Government Register Services plan to use Zonafde to offer the public Acknowledgments for life 
events such as marriages, births and deaths. The public can then refer organisations and companies to 
the Activities to help assure them that a life event occurred.  Organisations and companies can consume 
and process Activities with the confdence that the science and the technology are universally accepted 
and understood.

Register Services have to meet the requirements of the General Register Offce (“GRO”) in Her Majesty's 
Passport Offce. There are very strong controls and rules about how Register Services data can be used. 
However, the life events under consideration here, are a matter of public record, meaning that an 
attestation of the Activity as genuine would not compromise privacy, confdentiality, data protection law 
or any statutory obligations that Register Services have.

Although Zonafde Activities hold no data, the life event they represent is a matter of 
statutory public record.

First Register Service – Newlywed Name Change Activity
When a couple marry in England and Wales they go through an intensive Notice of Marriage process 
which involves independently interviewing each person and verifying their identity and credentials. 
During this process the Registrar will market the service to the public and provide an Authoritative 
Acknowledgment for a Newlywed Name Change Activity during the marriage process. The Newlywed can
then refer organisations and companies to the Zonafde Activity as an assurance that a marriage has taken
place rather than repeatedly contacting each organisation individually for the same purpose. 

Follow on Register Services
Register Services have a number of “hatch, match and dispatch” services but are seeking non-statutory 
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services to increase revenue opportunity. Once the Newlywed Name Change becomes established there 
is opportunity for a wide range of other services without requiring any new software or service 
development.

Deaths
Deaths are registered with the Register Service. For those representing the deceased to resolve their 
affairs it is particularly diffcult because it is often an emotional experience, they are unfamiliar with the 
deceased affairs and organisations challenge their credentials more rigorously because they are a third 
party.

The British Bankers Association in 2016 published a Request For Proposal to solicit solutions to this 
problem in the fnancial services industry but prescribed a traditional centralised approached where 
banks would control the process and provide it as a service to other companies. Zonafde would enable a 
decentralised approach to avoid such an important life event becoming another asset in the banking 
sector.

An Acknowledgment for a bereavement, or death, Activity would be provided when the death is 
registered. Reference to that Acknowledged Activity could then be easily made to any organisation 
requiring proof of death and proof of the right to represent the deceased. Processing Death notices more
effciently is highly valued by companies because it helps settle accounts outstanding and accelerate 
cashfow.

Divorce and Deed Poll
Divorce and Deed Poll, (changing name), are non-statutory and some Register Services are planning on 
providing such services. Zonafde would be applied in exactly the same way where a Divorce or Deed Poll
Activity would be Acknowledged by a Registrar.

Motivators for the Participants

The General Public
The public who use such an Activity beneft from being able to direct any organisation to the record on 
the blockchain. This is much quicker and easier than repeatedly contacting and providing the same 
paperwork to many different organisations. 

Zonafde aims to make notifying organisations of these types of life event a one click 
experience.

Companies and Organisations
Companies and organisations that require evidence for life events, such as marriage, are currently only 
able to refer to documentary evidence. This causes friction in the process with the customer, the 
documents have to be presented, recorded and are potentially at risk of forgery. Attempts in the past to 
share electronic records with the private sector have failed because of the cost and issues around 
ownership, privacy and confdentiality of public data.

Companies and organisations can increase automation, reduce costs and errors by processing Activities. 
This approach also improves customer retention because friction in the process of updating Service 
Providers results in many relationships being abandoned because it is too much hassle to inform them.
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Zonafde Activities that have Authoritative Acknowledgements from a Registry Service do 
not hold any personal data but do assure the Verifer that the life event represented by 
the Activity is genuine. 

Register Services
Register Services in Local Government beneft in a number of ways.  They are free to receive the revenue 
from such services directly to the department rather than being consumed by other departments or 
central government. There is no investment required in technology or operating costs. No changes are 
required in existing processes and there is no need for a billing process. These benefts are signifcant 
when Local Government are currently suffering from fnancial austerity.  Register Services are actively 
seeking new services for the public, revenue and operating models so there is a signifcant appetite for 
Zonafde.

Commercial Model

General Public
Users of the Zonafde Wallet will obtain a credit to be able to create Activities, have them Acknowledged 
and Verifed. A unique feature of the  Newlywed Name Change Activity will be the ability to asked friends 
and relatives to contribute to the cost as part of a wedding gift. This further lowers the barrier for take up 
of this particular service.

Companies and Organisations

Companies can refer to the Activity on the blockchain freely. However, when they Confrm they have 
processed it they pay a fee to ensure it is not used again. To assure them that the Acknowledgment is a 
legitimate Registrar a subscription fee is charged for use of an AAO. This is maintained by Zonafde on 
behalf of Superintendent Registrars.

Register Services
Register Services will charge a fee for Acknowledging a Newlywed Name Change Activity. It has been 
agreed that Interition Limited will collect that fee and make the balance available to the Local Government
accounts on a quarterly basis.

Interition Limited has agreed a processing fee for collecting payments on behalf of the 
Register Services.

The offcial nature of the process and the fact that budgets for weddings are generally high means that it 
is very likely the public will take advantage of Zonafde.  The Registrar will suggest Zonafde's use and 
provide an  Acknowledgement  during the marriage process. It has been agreed with the Register 
Services that the marriage process can accommodate the Acknowledgement task.

Accepting Payments in GBP

Both the Local Government Register Services and the public will expect to use FIAT, e.g. GBP. Interition 

Limited will operate the AAO ( Register Oracle) and collect payments from the newlyweds for the service 
provided by the Register Services and, to the extent that Interition Limited balance of TOG is insuffcient, 
acquire TOG from the market. This will avoid the current friction in acquiring crypto tokens for the public.
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Projected Revenue

FIAT
The demand for the service will be in FIAT. ie. GBP in the UK. All the actors in the Zonafde Ecosystem 
Participants will require TOG to be convertible to FIAT. Therefore the projected revenue is in GBP and 
based on the number of forecastable life events and projections of market penetration.

First Use Case – Newlywed Name Change Activity
There are 262,000 marriages across England and Wales. 87% are performed by Register Services. The 
revenue is a combination of payment processing fees, subscriptions for AAO use and confrming 
Activities once consumed by Verifers. For any one Newlywed Name Change Activity there is one 
Acknowledgment but many Verifcations. We have a target revenue for an Activity of GBP 150.00.

Other Services
Other services of potential with the Register Services relationship relate to:

• Deaths

• Deed Poll

• Divorce, and

• Births

There is also the opportunity to cross sell the services to Local Government for change of address 
activities. There are three million changes of address annually in England and Wales.

Market Valuation

Revenue Per Event
A strategic metric is the revenue per event. The fgures shown use a value of GBP 150.00 for the frst use 
case market valuation. When growing revenue it is revenue per event that is the focus for value 
generation. 
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Components of this revenue are fees for:

• Authoritative Acknowledgements [ 30% ] (commonly one Acknowledgement. but can be more for
certain Activities)

• Subscription fee for AAO use [ 10% ] (proportional to total Verifcation use)

• Verifcation Confrms [ 50%]

60% of the revenue comes from those companies and organisations verifying life events. We will seek out 
more valuable services to increase the revenue per event. For example, encouraging the public to pre-
publish a planned life events is a valuable marketing data source.
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MILESTONES

Note: This white paper was written in Q3 2107 and the impact  of preparing for the token sale in Q4 2017 
and Q1 2018  has meant that Zonafde has had to delay Milestone development plans by one quarter. 

Year Qtr Milestones

2018 Q1 Hiring Developers
Zonafde Wallet V 1.0 General Release (off Beta) on Android and iOS
Improved UI/UX, Key management, TOG integration with Wallet
Verifer Engagement: training in consuming and processing Zonafde Activities
NNCS GO LIVE with Local Govt Registrar. Limited number of essential Verifers on-boarded.

Q2 DevOps/Continuous Integration infrastructure, 
Authoritative Acknowledger Oracle MVP, Web UI and Smart Contract
Customer Service, Offce, Legal and Marketing, 
Local Govt Registrar Authoritative Acknowledger Oracle on-boarding

Q3 Enterprise tools to process consumer Activities
Activity Developer Framework MVP
Verifer engagement: training in consuming and processing Zonafde Activities
Payment processing integration (partner)

Q4 Authoritative Acknowledger Oracle V 1.0
Activity Developer Framework V 1.0
Broadening marketing to all possible Verifers of NNCS
Onboarding new Local Govt Registrar & Verifers

2019 Q1 Wallet feature roadmap: Activity pseudo-anonymity, Activity cold storage
Bereavement pilot with  Local Govt Registrar
Marketing Zonafde in niche markets (white labelling)
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Q2 Development: 1st new market specialist domain Activities roll out
BEREAVEMENT GO LIVE with Local Govt Registrar
Planning for other Life Event roll outs
Authoritative Acknowledger Oracle marketing for new markets

Q3 Development: Activity Rescue, Secure Messaging between Activity participants
NNCS & Bereavement growth
Rollout new Life Event Activities with Local Govt Registrar: Eg. deed poll

Q4 Development:
NNCS & Bereavement growth
Go Live in new Life Event Activity with Local Govt Registrar

2020 Q1 TBD
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TOKEN ALLOCATION

Overview

Token Sale
We are holding a token sale to raise working capital to further the development of the Zonafde software 
and operate the frst use for Register Services described in this white paper.

The token sale will take place on the basis of the terms and conditions (the “Terms”) published on our 
website at www.zonafde.net. You may participate in the token sale but, before doing so, you should 
familiarise yourself with the Terms and only proceed to buy any tokens provided you understand and 
accept the terms.

The tokens for issue will be known as “Together Token” or “TOG”.

Consideration
The required working capital is being sought in ETH. This means that you can only participate in the token
sale and acquire TOG in exchange for ETH.

We will use the ETH raised through the token sale to pay for good, services and people to realise the 
development and operation of the frst AAO and ongoing evolution of the software and Zonafde 
ecosystem.

Together Token Use
Together Token or TOG are intended for use in a number of ways.  Holders of may exchange  TOG  for 
services provided by other users of the Zonafde software and other assets (whether crypto or other) via 
the open crypto markets provided such markets support TOG.

TOG can be exchanged to obtain specialist Activities from developers, receive 
Acknowledgements and to use AAO.

We envisage that TOG holders will primarily use TOG to acquire services offered by Zonafde Ecosystem 
Participants. In the Register Services use case (the frst use case), TOG holders may in particular acquire 
services relating to the Newlywed Name Change Service. To the extent that new Activities are being 
developed over time, TOG can be exchanged with other Zonafde  Ecosystem Participants for 
new/additional services that they provide and that have been enabled by their use of Zonafde software.

TOG holders may wish to actively trade TOG (whether in markets or otherwise).

Generally speaking, holders of TOG may transfer TOG to other parties without restriction (unless you or 
such other party is subject to any legal or regulatory restrictions related to the offering, purchase, 
possession or transfer of TOG in certain jurisdictions or otherwise) but in so doing give up the right 
represented by them.

TOG can be exchanged via the  Zonafde Wallet or other crypto Wallets supporting the ERC20 token.
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Token Supply
TOG supply is limited to 200,000,000 TOG. There is no plan to issue any additional TOG. Any unallocated
TOG in the token sale will be burnt5.

Issuance
The TOG creation process is organised around smart contracts running on Ethereum and adheres to the 
ERC20 specifcation. Those wishing to participate in the token sale will need to send ETH to a provided 
Ethereum account address for the token sale smart contract.

The sale will be recorded by way of assigning the relevant amount of TOG purchased to the Ethereum 
account address provided by the purchaser. 

A participant must send ETH to the account address provided after the start of the token sale period 
(specifed as a block number). The token sale ends when the stated end block is created, or when all TOG
available has been allocated.

We are seeking to raise a minimum of $2million and a maximum of $25million in the token sale.

A 30% bonus of  extra TOG will be applied to any purchases during the public pre-sale period. A number 
of TOG will be allocated prior to the token sale as set out in the table below.

Unallocated tokens will be burned.

Token Sale details

Maximum number of TOG 200 000 000 TOG

Soft Cap $2 000 000

Hard Cap $25 000 000

Maximum available for private and public pre sale 80 000 000

Minimum available in public sale 70 000 000  

Pre-sale issuance to Founding Team 12 000 000

Pre-sale issuance to Interition Limited 30 000 000

Issuance for cost of token sale 8 000 000

Approximate date of start (StartBlock) TBA

Approximate date of end (EndBlock) TBA

Purchase methods accepted Private Sale: ETH/USD/GBP/EUR
Public Pre-Sale & Public Sale: ETH

Table 1: Token Issue Details
For further details please refer to the Terms. 

Risks
There are a number of risks associated with token sales. These risks are explained in more detail in the 
Terms and if you wish to acquire TOG it is important that you read the Terms carefully before you decide 

5 “burnt” refers to destroying any unallocated tokens
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to proceed.

Vesting Strategy

Foundation Team
The founding development team will not dispose of their TOG for six months after the close of the token 
sale. With the exception that they can be used for services in the Zonafde ecosystem.

Interition Limited
Interition Limited is the employing entity for the team to develop, operate, support and market the 
software collectively known as Zonafde. The company will not dispose of their TOG for eighteen months 
after the close of the token sale. With the exception that they can be used for services in the Zonafde 
ecosystem.
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Use of Proceeds
The proceeds of the token sale will go towards funding the development of the software and the Zonafde
ecosystem as described in this white paper. It will be used by Interition Limited to hire staff and operate 
the company for three years. The budget, resources and the focus will be adjusted depending on the 
amount of funds raised. A general allocation would be as follows:

Core product and business development – 65% : team consisting of software engineers, operations 
staff, account managers, infrastructure, marketing and communication.

Administration – 12% : Interition Limited legal, security, accounting and other associated administration 
costs.

Marketing – 8%: We have a unique direct relationship to the public via the Local Governments so the 
budget for marketing is predominantly to companies and organisations to encourage processing of 
Zonafde Activities.

Contractors – 8%: This is for third parties for assistance with security, the Ethereum community for 
assistance with smart contracts and resolving issues with the platform. Also includes consultancy such as 
assistance in developer productivity and training.

Contingency – 7%: Set aside for unforeseen circumstances. 
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PARTNERS

Legal
CMS Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP

Cannon Place, 78 Cannon Street 

London EC4N 6AF

United Kingdom

PR/Communications
Instinctif Partners 

65 Gresham Street

London

EC2V 7NQ

United Kingdom

Tax and Accounting
One of the Big Four Accountancy frms

Cannot be named for legal reasons

Security
Confdential 
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TEAM

Leadership

Paul Worrall, Founder
Paul has over 30 years in distributed computing and software development. In 1983 he spent four years 
with  Jaguar Cars studying Computer Aided Design, Manufacture and Statistical Process Control. In 1991 
Paul helped extinguish 650 oil well fres in Kuwait after the frst Gulf War providing technology leadership.
He established his frst tech company in Switzerland in 1992 and sold it in 1994. He spent the 1990s in 
London building trading foor solutions for bonds, equity derivatives, swaps and other fnancial products 
for Nomura and Merrill Lynch. 

He turned down an offer of $65m from Global Crossing for a SaaS startup in 2000 just before the .com 
bubble burst. He followed with a number of startups in Wealth Management, Islamic Finance, Mobile 
Messaging and Enterprise Software Management. In 2007 he found himself at JPMorgan Chase 
managing and building software development teams until leaving in 2014 to start Zonafde. He adopted 
Ethereum in early 2016 and developed the frst Digital Wallet for Securing Activities on the technology. 
Passions are racing motorcycles and improvised blues guitar – he composed the Sound of Ethereum.   

Salena Worrall, Co-founder
Salena graduated in History and Politics in 1986 from University of Coventry. She was involved in various 
projects in Malawi between 1987 and 1998 around the international aid and diplomatic community. She 
has since had a ffteen year teaching career in England. During that time she also designed and marketed,
Stereolife, a semantic search engine for careers and worked on this with the BBC, Barclays and the DfE.

She joined Zonafde full-time in September 2015. She identifed the frst use case with Local Government 
Register Services across England and Wales in life event notifcations, built the relationship and closed 
frst agreements. She is now focused on engaging, training and onboarding Service Providers in fnancial 
services, utilities, retail and telco's at CxO level to process the Zonafde life event Activities. 

Development Team

Chief Developer
Paul Worrall has been the sole developer so far. Producing and controlling all the software that 
constitutes the DApp available for download on Google Play and Apple store (iOS TestFlight). The 
following have joined the team to assist during the fund raising process and will engage with the core 
software once funded.

Some people cannot be named due to their terms of employment in their current positions.

Full Stack Developer (Confdential)
Full stack Software developer with over eighteen years of experience in design and development of 
enterprise applications in investment banking, mortgage lending, product development and UK public 
sector. Extensive experience of building large scale high performance, low latency and web applications 
using enterprise Java, JS/Node, Oracle SQL. He has worked for JPMorgan Chase, Goldman Sachs, Credit 
Suisse and Transport for London.
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Elizabeth Perreau
Elizabeth graduated with a BSc Hons in Software Engineering in 2005 and has been working as a full stack
developer for over 15 years and working at the architect level for the last few years. Most projects involve 
PHP, MySQL, Python and related technologies/frameworks such Laravel and Angular. Since starting 
development for the Ethereum blockchain this skillset now includes Node, Solidity and Meteor.

Her interest in how people interact with computers led her to develop the the open source Program O 
chatbot project, which quickly became one of the most widely used AI chatbot projects on the internet. 
With implementations found in games, IoT apps and physical robots. An implementation of Program O 
with an additional computational joke algorithm was entered into the World's Funniest Computer 
Competition and was awarded second place. She has spoken at the British Computer Society's Specialist 
Group on Artifcial Intelligence and various meet-ups about her A.I. Projects.

Darren Lees
Darren has spent the last 10 years primarily working with the Salesforce platform on projects for 
Barclaycard, Boots, Ciber, CSC, Press Association, Sky Bet, Costa, Virgin Trains, Anglian Water and more. 
He has covered roles from business consultant to technical architecture, designed and built cutting edge 
solutions, integrated new technology with old and led successful IT teams in building out new products 
across an array of industries. One of Darren’s key qualities is understanding new technology and 
products, with a view on how they ft into a business both process and architecturally. 

Tokenomics

Bernd Fleischmann
Bernd has over 30 years of experience in the IT industry. Bernd started work in software on high profle 
projects in the German airline, automobile and travel industries.  He spent four years at CERN developing 
software for automatic image recognition of the particle collisions produced by a forerunner of the Large 
Hadron Collider – probably the world's frst Big Data problem. Bernd was CTO of Promco, Geneva, for ten
years where he architected and led an academic team building a specialized front offce systems for 
private banking and asset management used by such institutions as Coutts & Co. and Lombard Odier & 
Cie. He has a comprehensive understanding of the technical aspects of portfolio management and 
fnancial theory. He also has expertise in leading portfolio management systems such as Odyssey’s Triple 
A and Advisor. Since 2002 Bernd has provided his expertise as an independent consultant to asset 
managers across Switzerland and Germany. Bernd brings this expertise to apply well proven fnancial 
modelling techniques to the Zonafde ecosystem Tokenomics.

Brand Communication

Bennett Arron
Bennett is an award winning Writer, Comedian, Author and Identity Theft Speaker. He has performed all 
over the world and has supported Ricky Gervais. His radio and television credits include Loose Ends, Not 
Tonight With John Sergeant and a number of panel game shows. Bennet was a major victim of Identity 
Theft. In 2007, he directed and presented the documentary How Not to Lose Your Identity for Channel 4 
where he stole the identity of a Government Minister. This resulted in Bennett being arrested in a dawn 
raid by Scotland Yard. He is a speaker at identity theft events in the UK and across the world. He speaks to
staff and management at companies including Gartner, McAfee, Experian and Deloitte. Bennett has been 
a supporter of Zonafde since 2016 and will develop a public narrative with the marketing budget.
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Advisors

Chris Hitchcott (and Contributor)
Chris is a Full Stack JS Developer . He recently left Digix Global, the frst  Digital Smart Asset company to 
be built on the Ethereum Blockchain Protocol, where he was involved  in Technical  product  
development,  developing Dapps, UI and Smart Contracts on Ethereum. Chris  is fond of Ethereum, ES6, 
React, Node, Solidity, Webpack, Meteor, FOSS, AWS, Creative Suite, Web3, the Internet, Memetics.  He 
founded TAPevents, delivered a best of class web app, onsite events, WiFi deployments & network 
confguration.  

Shaun Djie
Co-founder of DigixGlobal, the frst Digital Smart Asset company to be built on Ethereum Blockchain 
Protocol. He leads the Business Development/Partnership arm of the company. DigixGlobal is a next-
generation asset tokenisation and issuance platform, combining the functionalities of real world 
governance and cryptographic robustness of Blockchain Technology. Digix was the frst to send a live 
transaction on Ethereum and the frst to build a live working beta platform on Ethereum. 

DigixDAO, the only existing decentralized autonomous organization built off Digix's software, raised a 
record-breaking US$5,500,000 in 14 hours on 30 March 2016.

Shaun is also the  Lead Coordinator of Ethereum Singapore and is responsible for organizing keynote 
events, technical teaching sessions, networking sessions between the cryptocurrency groups of network 
in Singapore. He also regularly speaks at keynote events on blockchain related topics.  

Paul Gordon
Paul is the Director of Coinscrum, currently the largest Bitcoin networking group in the world. Providing 
educational, networking and social events in London and bespoke educational packages for corporate 
clients since 2012. 

He is the CEO of Quantave, a provider of trade life-cycle infrastructure for digital assets such as Bitcoin 
and Ether. It simplifes access to liquidity in the digital assets market for professional market participants 
by providing a robust and secure infrastructure for managing the complete trade lifecycle. Previous roles 
include being a Director of Antaeus Ltd, trading short term interest rate, Brent crude, currency, bond and 
index derivatives and an Execution Trader with HSBC Securities trading bond futures on LIFFE. He is a 
Board Member of the UK Digital Currency Association.
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APPENDICES

Glossary
Acknowledger – A person who, solely or together with other Acknowledgers, acknowledges that the 
Activity in question is genuine and/or the intent of the Activity Owner.

Acknowledgement – An attestation obtained from an Acknowledger that an Activity is genuine and/or 
the intent of the Activity Owner. 

Activity – An Activity is something you are doing that you want to ensure only you can do. It has one or 
more collaborators and verifers. These other participants are all permissioned to play a role in the 
Activity. The Activity is represented by a secure smart contract that proves the Activity is genuine without 
leaking any information about it.

Activity Owner – The Owner of an Activity is the person that creates and controls it. They are seeking to 
ensure the Activity is not compromised, such as in fraud, and/or seeks attestation that their right to 
perform the Activity is genuine, and/or make the Activity easier for others to verify.

Activity Verifer – The Verifer is someone that is the party to the Activity. They will not act on an 
instruction unless the Activity demonstrates it is legitimate.

Authoritative Acknowledgement – An attestation obtained from an Authoritative Acknowledger that an 
Activity is genuine and/or the intent of the Activity Owner. 

Authoritative Acknowledger – An independent third party (such as a government offcial, lawyer or a 
bank) which the Activity Owner and/or Verifer may require to provide a higher degree of assurance that 
the Activity in question is genuine and/or the intent of the Activity Owner. 

Authoritative Acknowledger Oracle or “AAO” – An Authoritative Acknowledger Oracle  (“AAO”) is an 
organisation that provides assurance to the Verifer  that an Authoritative Acknowledger for an Activity 
serves the purpose of assuring the Verifer that an Activity is genuine.

Confrm – When an Activity has served its purpose a Verifer will Confrm it so it cannot be “double done”.

ETH – A value token of the Ethereum blockchain.

FIAT – Fiat currency such as GBP. 

Newlywed Name Change Activity – An Activity created by or created for a Newlywed who wishes to 
have their marriage Acknowledged by a Registrar so they can  share it with someone or an organisation 
that want to verify a marriage took place.

Newlywed Name Change Service or “NNCS”  - Is the frst use case of Zonafde whereby newlyweds 
may seek services provided by Zonafde Ecosystem Participants for purposes of notifying organisations 
and other persons of the change in their marital status and related matters (i.e. their change of name, if 
applicable). 

MVP – minimum viable product.

PAO - Personal Acknowledger Oracle. This is the same as an AAO but it confrms Mutual Acknowledgers 
and the types of role they can play in Activities for an Activity Owner.

Terms – the Terms and Conditions on the basis of which the token sale will take place and which are 
published on  www.zonafde.net 

TOG – A Together Token.

Together Token – A token that serves as a unit of value that can be exchanged by Zonafde Ecosystem 
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Participants in the Zonafde ecosystem for purposes of acquiring services to assure Activities, and which it 
may be possible to otherwise buy and sell on crypto exchanges. 

Zonafde Ecosystem Participants – The actors in the Zonafde ecosystem which are the Activity Owner, 
the Acknowledger, the Verifer, the AAO and the Activity Developer.  
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